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the POWER 
of BEING 
BILINGUAL



- An essential collection for any 
and all professionals devoted to 
bilingualism

- Every title is tried and true, read 
by many educators, librarians, 
children and young adults

- Relevant genres + themes

- Kinder through 8th Grade Range

- Author + Illustrator country of 
origin, synopsis in English











Curated with the PLEASURE 
of reading in mind.



EL GRAN VIAJE DE LAS FAMILIAS 
EXTRAORDINARIAS

ISBN: 9788418128288
Author: SUSANNA ISERN
Subject: Mystery, Adventure, Family Diversity

Age: 8+
Summary: UN CRUCERO, UN MISTERIOSO ROBO Y 
DIECISIETE FAMILIAS -- Inspector Cruz and her daughter 
Alba have gone aboard the Goelán, ready to enjoy a well 
deserved vacation.  Nonetheless the first night aboard, a 
strange happening affects everyone on the ship -- the 
duchess of Florinata’’s valuable emerald has disappeared!  
Alba and her new friend Oliver star as detectives 
investigating the different families of the passengers.





CUANDO LA TECNOLOGÍA SECUESTRÓ A MI FAMILIA

ISBN: 9788417303846
Author: Pilar Serrano
Subject: Coexistence, Family
Age: 5+
Summary: The protagonist of this story is not an 
aficionado of new technology, but the members of 
her family love it. Her sister is constantly on social 
media, her little brother loves video games, her 
parents are always connected...What’s she gonna 
do about it?!





ESE ROBOT SOY YO

ISBN: 978-84-121521-6-6
Author: Maïa Brami + Karine Daisay
Subject: Identity
Age: 5+
Summary: Doing chores, cleaning your room, and having 
endless responsibilities can be super boring. As a solution, 
Kenta comes up with an ingenious plan: investing all of his 
money in a robot who can become his other ME! His new friend 
is going to need to know some details to take his place.  This is 
the beginning of a hilarious adventure that will make Kenta 
reflect on everything that makes him HIM -- the scar on his 
knee? His sticky hands?  Kenta includes everything that comes 
to his mind, including everything from family to things he likes 
and doesn’t like.  But the more he thinks about it, the more 
complicated it is to describe “ME” exactly to a robot.





CUANDO LA SELVA DESAPARECE

ISBN: 978-84-17374-69-3
Author: Rosie Eve
Subject: Activism, Problem Solving, Habitats

Age: 6+
Summary: A small elephant embarks on an epic 
adventure to fight against deforestation and be 
reunited with her family.  An emotional tale that takes 
us, by the hand of jungle animals, to spread the word 
for action to save the tropical forests and change the 
path that our civilization is following.





LA VIDA SECRETA DE LOS VIRUS

ISBN:978-84-17374-71-6
Author: el colectivo Ellas Educan
Subject: Science, Virus, Pandemic
Age: 4+
Summary: What is a virus?  How many are 
around us?  Where do these invisible to the human 
eye microorganisms live?  Here are the the 
answers to those questions and more, adapted for 
readers of all ages.





PERDIDO EN LA CIUDAD

ISBN: 978-84-121521-8-0
Author: Sydney Smith
Subject: Adventure, City Life, Family, Emotion
Age: 4+
Summary: One snowy day, a boy gets off the bus and walks 
between tall office buildings, parks, and busy streets.  We don’t know 
where he’s going or why. Walking alone through a big city can be 
scary if you are small.  While walking through the neighborhood the 
main character observes what is around him, and gives kind advice to 
a friend we don’t see, but we have an idea of who he is talking to.  
The recommendations include precautions to take through the maze 
of streets and noise.  When he finally gets home, the story takes a 
turn and we discover what he was looking for and what he didn’t find 
while walking under the snow.





¿POR QUÉ NO FLORECES?

ISBN: 978-84-17303-72-3
Author: Katarína Macurová
Subject: Nature, plants
Age: 3+
Summary: “Oh, how lovely!” little bear rejoiced to 
discover a strange plant in his garden.  Each day, little 
bear watered it and protected it from the sun, and 
never forgot to tell it good night before going to bed -- 
So why won’t his flower bloom?!





UN FiNaL iNeSperadO

ISBN: 978-84-17303-82-2
Author: Jérôme Camil
Subject: Adventure, alternate POV
Age: 5+
Summary: In all stories there is a bad guy.  It 
seems to always be a wolf.  And the poor thing is 
tired of always being the bad one.  Can we change 
roles for once? 





DE MAL HUMOR

ISBN: 978-84-17303-78-5
Author: Geneviève Godbout
Subject: Family, Emotions
Age: 5+
Summary: It is a rainy, grey morning.  Mr. James 
forgets to kiss Mrs. James before leaving the house, which 
puts her in a bad mood.  She gets upset with Jonathan, 
who gets upset with Sally, who gets upset with Marjorie, 
who gets upset with Eddie, who gets upset with Charlot the 
dog...who just wants to play!  Good thing his playfulness is 
contagious. 





SpiDeReLeFanTe

ISBN: 978-84-17303-76-1
Author: Laurie Cohen
Subject: Adventure, humor
Age: 3+
Summary: This morning upon waking, Juan the 
elephant discovers a furry little creature, with many legs, 
and big eyes on the back of its head.  A spider!  Will it eat 
me?  Will it lay eggs on my head?





ENiGMAS

ISBN: 978-84-17374-75-4
Author: Victor Escandell y Ana Gallo
Subject: Science fun, puzzles
Age: 6+
Summary: New mysteries to solve!  Put your 
mystery solving abilities to the test, this time with 25 
puzzles all about science.  Each challenge corresponds 
to a theory or scientific principle.  Solve the puzzles and 
become a true scientist.  Play, experiment, and learn!  





¿CUÁNTO TIEMPO VIVE?

ISBN: 978-84-17374-56-3
Author: Cachetejack
Subject: Science, Age, Time, Infographic
Age: 5+
Summary: Have you ever stopped to think about how 
long the earth has existed?  And how many years a star 
can shine in the sky, or how long each plant and animal 
lives?

A hibiscus flower doesn’t make it even a day; a whale lives 
200 years, and some clams -- 400!

Discover who and what are the most long-lived and who 
are the most short-lived in “How long does it live?”





GEO-GRÁFICOS

ISBN: 978-84-17374-77-8
Author: Regina Giménez
Subject: Science, Solar System, Planets, Info
Age: 8+
Summary: Why are the stars different colors?  How big does 
the sun look from other planets?  The universe and the earth are 
full of secrets and surprising curiosities.  This book explains them 
all through extraordinary geometric graphics full of color, that aid 
in the comparison and that unite art with geography.   

An atypical atlas in which the planets, continents, 
islands...transform into circles, polygons, lines and spirals that 
explain the world around us.





PAISAJES PERDIDOS DE LA TIERRA

ISBN: 978-84-17374-67-9
Author: Aina Bestard
Subject: History, Science, Fossils, Plants, Animals
Age: 8+
Summary: The passionate history of the formation of the 
earth, and its evolution, explained by the land’s changes of 
our planet.  Illustrations of fauna and flora protagonists from 
the Paleozoic and Mesozoic periods.

A timeline is visible to the reader throughout the book, to see 
at what point in history they are in at all times while reading.





¡GUÁCALA!
{yuck! / euw! / blecch! / gross!}

ISBN: 978-956-364-111-0
Author: Mathilda Masters
Subject: Science, Nature, Human Body, Animals

Age: 8+
Summary: 



EL MUNDO ES MI CASA

ISBN: 978-84-947135-6-9
Author: Maïa Brami + Karine Daisay
Subject: Culture, Identity, Children, 
Family
Age: 6+
Summary: In between an album and 
documentary, this book is a trip around the world, 
as seen by children. Each child tells about their 
daily life: their home, school, family, their favorite 
meals, traditional celebrations. There are many 
opportunities for the reader to discover different 
cultures, climates, and customs of other countries.





¿Vegetariano?
Vegetarian?

ISBN: 978-84-122293-1-8
Author: Julien Baer
Subject: Food, Planet, Lifestyles, Humor
Age: 5+
Summary: Román, an 8-year-old boy, lives a chill life with 
his family until one day, someone rings the doorbell. When 
he opens the door, he discovers two chickens with a clear 
intention: to judge him for animal murder!  Our protagonist is 
accused for having eaten since his early childhood, a large 
quantity of hotdogs, hamburgers, lunchmeat, chicken 
wings...They go to trial and there are hens, cute little chicks, 
goats, a large donkey, and many other angry animals. 

A comical piece for young readers that gets them thinking 
about their food, and their impact on the earth.





Las increíbles aventuras de Nanukita la esquimal

ISBN: 978-84-947778-1-3
Author: Miguel Fernández de Molina y Ana Sender

Subject: Adventure, Culture, Identity, Indigenous

Age: 5+
Summary: The women of the town have waited years for a 
girl who, according to prophecy, will save their people from 
extinction. After a strong storm, Nanukita appears mounted on 
the back of a white bear.  Could this be the girl who shaman Nivi 
told us about? Will Nanukita save the town?  This is the story of 
a small eskimo girl, who following her instincts, embarks on a trip 
full of adventures that won’t leave the brave ones indifferent.



CANCIÓN SOBRE UN NIÑO PERDIDO EN LA NIEVE
Song about a boy lost in the snow

ISBN: 978-607-8442-95-9
Author: Toño Malpica
Subject: Classics, Christmas, Family, Identity

Age: YA
Summary: Billy Cratchit has a place at the table saving it to 
dine with his family on Christmas Eve.  But this year it won’t 
come...unless a special box of memories accomplish the 
unexpected.  Explore the streets of London, in the 19th century 
and accompany the classic characters from Christmas Carol  in 
this homage que Toño Malpica has made to Charles Dickens in 
this vibrant novela.



Migrantes
Migrants

ISBN: 978-84-948900-4-8
Author: Alejandro Reig · Roger Norum
Subject: Immigration, Migrant people, Mentor Text

Age: YA
Summary: History shows us that without immigration we 
wouldn’t exist: without having been migrant people, the 
human race wouldn’t be as it is today.  For many 
immigration is one of the most important problems in 
contemporary society.  But which are the inherent 
problems?  Why is there so much debate on the topic of 
immigration and migrant people? 

A detailed account of one of the oldest and decisive social 
and political phenomenons of humanity.  This books is an 
invitation to open discussion, to remember the complexity 
of the subject and propose an inclusive outlook to try and 
understand it.



Aquí es un buen lugar
Here is a good place

ISBN: 978-607-8442-95-9
Author: Ana Pessoa (Trad. Paula Abramo)
Subject: Adolescence, Introspection
Age: YA
Summary: In a long and lively autobiography, Teresa 
Tristeza goes bearing testimony of her world, from what boils 
inside of her and what she goes thinking about others.  Between 
17-18 years old, end of high school and beginning of the 
university, Teresa confronts emotions, dilemmas, uncertainties, 
and her own perplexities of growing up.  



La Ilíada
The Iliad

Adaptation: Gillian Cross
Subject: Classics
Age: YA
Summary: an ancient Greek epic poem in dactylic 
hexameter, traditionally attributed to Homer.





LOS FORASTEROS DEL TIEMPO

FUTBOLÍSIMOS

NEW RELEASES FROM OUR POPULAR 
SERIES

AGUS Y LOS MONSTRUOS



Curating is a LIVING work



saludos
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